
LINTEX / AIR Whiteboard



Our ceramic steel whiteboards are of the highest quality and include a 
30-year warranty on the writing surface. The steel sheet core is made 
of 50% recycled material and the boards are up to 99% recyclable. 
All boards are individually packaged and include fittings for wall 
mounting. 

When ordering chalkboards or whiteboards in other colours than 
white, please add one of the following prefixes in front of the article 
number: 
 
BE = beige (whiteboard) 
G = green (chalkboard) 
GG =graphite grey (chalkboard) 
B = blue (chalkboard) 
GR =light grey (whiteboard) 
S = black (chalkboard) 
 
For matte or semi-matte surface, please add one of the following 
prefixes to the article number:  
 
S = Semi-matte 
M = Matte 
 
Since writing is difficult to erase on a matte surface, we don’t 
recommend matte surface as a writing board. 

OUR WHITEBOARDS



Article number Name Size w x h mm Weight kg

27826AIR AIR Whiteboard, White 990 x 1190 12

27827AIR AIR Whiteboard, White 1490 x 1190 18

27828AIR AIR Whiteboard, White 1990 x 1190 24

27829AIR AIR Whiteboard, White 2490 x 1190 30

27830AIR AIR Whiteboard, White 2990 x 1190 36

GR27826AIR AIR Whiteboard, Grey 990 x 1190 12

GR27827AIR AIR Whiteboard, Grey 1490 x 1190 18

GR27828AIR AIR Whiteboard, Grey 1990 x 1190 24

GR27829AIR AIR Whiteboard, Grey 2490 x 1190 30

GR27830AIR AIR Whiteboard, Grey 2990 x 1190 36

Matte, semi-matte and other coloured surface + 35 % on the price for white

Accessories 

40205-S AIR POCKET Black 160 x 200 1,1

40205-V AIR POCKET White 160 x 200 1,1

AIR

A white or soft grey magnetic ceramic steel writing board with bevelled edges 
coordinated to the surface, Air provides an alternative to a traditional frame creating a 
sense that the board is floating on the wall. Can be complemented with AIR TEXTILE 
noticeboards.

Concealed fittings 
Depth from wall 16 mm 
Magnetic ceramic steel writing surface 
FSC Mix: FSC-C170086 
EPD (EPD International): S-P-04560 
Cradle to Cradle certified ceramic steel 
30-year warranty on the writing surface




